
 

 

HELPING YOUR LOVED ONE BECOME MORE 
INDEPENDENT 

 

Adapting to Disability 
 

 
 

 
Ways to Understand Disability 
 
Stroke causes physical changes in people. These physical changes are sometimes 
called “disabilities”. A disability may limit a person’s ability, activity, or role.   
 
Your loved one may not like the word “disability.” He or she may feel that it does 
not describe who they are. You do not have to use word “disability”.  People can 
learn to adapt to disability, or they can try to change the problem. Your loved one 
should also know that people with disabilities have rights.  
 
Where Does Disability Come From? 

The meaning of disability is not as simple as it may seem. People disagree about 
what it means. It is important to know that your loved one may experience disability 
in different ways. How you think about disability can shape how you respond to it. 
 
Disability as a Physical Problem 

Some people think disability is a physical restriction. These people may try to 
lessen the disability through rehabilitation. They may also try to change their 
attitude about disability (see “Disability as a Growth Experience” below). 

 
Disability as a Societal Problem 

Other people think the restriction is not physical at all. Instead, they think the 
restriction comes from prejudice in society. As a result, your loved one may 
face discrimination because of his or her disability (see “People with 
Disabilities Have Rights” below). 

 
Disability as a Growth Experience 
 
With time your loved one may find that stroke is not a tragedy. Over time, dealing 
with disability often becomes easier. Just like the stages of grief (see the Grieving 
and Emotional Recovery Factsheet), there are stages of disability.  
 

For more information on stroke caregiving, visit the RESCUE home page:  
http://www.cidrr8.research.va.gov/rescue/ 
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Stage I: Realization  
The first stage of disability is realization.  In this stage, people struggle to understand 
what has happened. People may experience shock, expect to recover quickly, or 
mourn what they had before the stroke:  
 

Shock – Shock is similar to denial. Shock and denial are normal survival 
strategies.  

People who experience shock may think, “This can’t be happening,” 
or “I will prove to myself that I have not changed.” 

 
Expecting recovery – Your loved one may have no desire to deal with 
disability since it is expected to vanish. 

People who expect to recover quickly may think, “Something is truly 
wrong, but I’ll be my old self again in a few months.”  

 
Mourning – Distress, wanting to “give up,” and depression are common.  

 People in mourning may think, “I’m smiling on the outside, but I’m 
sad inside,” or “No human being is meant to live like this.” 

 
Stage II: Acceptance  
The second stage is acceptance. During this stage, people’s attitudes toward 
disability begin to change.  They may build up a defense against the world, or they 
may adjust their attitude: 
 

Defense – Your loved one tries to cope. They still dislike their disabilities. 
They want to learn how to be as normal as possible. In this stage, people are 
beginning to accept their disabilities. 

People in this stage may think, “I can live with it, but I don’t have to 
like it!” 

 
Adjustment – Acceptance of disability changes gradually over the span of 
years. Disability is seen as a problem that can be solved.  

People adjusting to disability may think, “It is what it is and I’ve 
learned how to deal with it.” 

 
Stage III: Embracing the Experience 
In this stage, a person sees that without the disability, he or she would not be the 
same. There is no desire to be different. Disability, like all other life experiences, is 
seen as a chance for growth. Few people move to this level, but when they do, they 
are healthier for it. 

People who embrace the disability may think, “I am a survivor, and I have 
learned how to appreciate life. My disability was a gift in disguise.” 

 
For more information on stroke caregiving, visit the RESCUE home page:  

http://www.cidrr8.research.va.gov/rescue/ 
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How to Help Your Loved One Move Forward 
 
Your loved one should be allowed to try things they enjoyed before the stroke. Let 
them test their limits. The disability is likely to fade when your loved one can enjoy 
meaningful activities, like outings with friends or volunteering.  
 
You can also help them be comfortable with being different. To some, being 
“normal” is dull and boring! Make life easier for people who are outside the box. 
Educate others about the importance of accepting differences. Disability improves 
growth and learning. People learn how to live without things they once thought they 
valued. Survivors of stroke can find new joys to replace the old ones. 
 
People with Disabilities Have Rights! 
 
It is healthy for your loved one to accept the disability. But, they do not have to 
accept the discrimination that comes with it. People with disabilities have rights. 
Your loved one should know his/her rights.  

 
• Independent living programs help people with disabilities understand their rights. 

Every state in the U.S. has a Center for Independent Living that is a free-of-
charge resource (See “More Resources” below). 

 
• In every city, you can ask for information about accessible transit, hotels, and 

attractions for people with disabilities.  
 
• Look for art therapies in your community that offer classes for people with 

disabilities. These include martial arts training, music, art, dance, poetry, and 
drama therapy.  
 

• Reach out to other people who have lived with a disability for a long time. They 
may be able to offer a fresh outlook on life.  

 
More Resources 
 
The following resources are related to this fact sheet only. View a full list of the 
resources from all RESCUE fact sheets. 
 

For more information on stroke caregiving, visit the RESCUE home page:  
http://www.cidrr8.research.va.gov/rescue/ 
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Americans with Disabilities Act 
Web: http://www.ada.gov/ 
 
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 is 
a law that established many civil rights for 
people with disabilities. The law made it illegal 
to discriminate based on disability.  

 

 

Centers for Independent Living 
Web: http://www.ilru.org/ 
Phone: 713-520-0232 
 
Centers for Independent Living are private, 
nonprofit services to help individuals with 
disabilities live independently in the 
community. 

 

ADAPT 
Web: http://www.adapt.org/ 
Phone: 512-442-0252 
 
ADAPT is a national organization that has been 
fighting for disability rights for over 30 years. 
Adapt is a political group that works to end 
discrimination and win rights for people with 
disabilities. 
 

 

National Center on Health, Physical Activity, 
and Disability 
Web: http://www.ncpad.org/ 
Phone: 1-800-900-8086 
 
The National Center on Health, Physical 
Activity, and Disability has a list of resources 
for people with disabilities who want to be 
active. They show how people with disabilities 
can do sports, exercise classes, or outdoor 
recreation.  

 

For more information on stroke caregiving, visit the RESCUE home page:  
http://www.cidrr8.research.va.gov/rescue/ 
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